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What  can  you  expect  from  a  telescope-not  groar
instrunient  in  particular  but  angr  telescope?  What
part does telescopLl diameter play in what you can
see?  How  important  is  focal  length?  What  effect
does  the  optical  system  have  upon  telescope  per-
formance?  What  role  does  light  itself  have?  How
important  are  the  deficiencies  or  qualities  of  the
human eye? The answers to these and many other
questions  will  help  you  predict  the  ultimate  per-
formance of any instrument you may now own  or
wish to acquire. Before we can talk about any par-
ticular type of telescope, we must discuss telescopes
jn general.

The Principle of the Telescope

Every  telescope,  whether it  be  a  homemade  in-
.strument or one of the giants of the western observ-
atories,  operates  jn  essentially  the  same  manner.
It gathers  a part of the  light  produced  by,  or  re-

#:itte¥nfra°]:£'ngFe°abrjee:iJiie°bf]:eec:;'pC]::C=¥naiestht:i;
by   means   of   an   eyepiece,   magnifies   the   image
formed  there.  That  part  of  the  telescope  which
gathers  the light is  called the  objective.  In the  re-
flecting  telescope,  the  objective  is  a  curved,  alu-
minized mirror of some sort. The rays of light from
the object to be viewed are reflected from the mirror
surface  directly  to  the  eyepiece  (as  in  the  off-axis
reflector),  or  are  pic`ked  up  by  the  eyepiece  after
being reflected from a flat `secondary minor  (as in
the  Newtonian  reflector).  In  the  simple  refracting
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telescope,  or  refractor,  the  light  rays  are  bent to-
ward the focal plane as they pass through a curved
lens.   This  lens   serves   the  same   purpose   as   the
mirror  of  the  reflector,  although  it  is  usually  re-
ferred to as an object glass instead of cln ob].ective.
The compound telescope I.s a combination of lenses
and mirrors; each plays a part in bending the train
of  light  toward  the  focal  plane.  No  matter  what
the type of telescope,  the  basic principle is .always
the  same.  The  cone  of  light  from  an  object  is  re-
duced in diameter and is concentrated at the focal
plane,   where  it  can   be   examined  by  means   of
either  a  photographic  plate  or  an  eyepiece.  The
result is  always  a  magnified  image  of  the  original
object'

What Is a Good Telescopep

A  good  telescope  must perform  five  main  func-
tions :

I.  It must gather  sufficient  light  from  an  object
to   produce   a   brightly   illuminated   image.   The
amount of illumination depends on the diameter of
the mirror or the aperture of the object glass.

2.  It   must  have   sufficient   resolving   power   to
separate  close-together  objects  that  appear  as  one
to the naked eye. This ability to reproduce detailed
images of good resolution depends on the aperture.

3.  It must be able to produce images with  good
definition; that is, sharp images of uniformly excel-
lent  quality.  Here  the  quality  of  the  optical  ele-
ments is all-important.
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magnification   produced   depends   on   their   focal
lengths.

5.  It  must  have  a  range,  or  field  of  view,  wide
enough for a number of objects to be seen in rela-
tion  to  each  other..  Here  again  focal  length  is  the
main fac.tor.

Some Telescope Terminology

lt will be worth our while to go into these aspects
of the telesc`ope's func`tion a little more deeply, but
it will first be necessary to define a few of the terms
use.d in describing telescopes.

The useful diameter of the ob].ective,  D, or aper-
ture, is the diameter of that portion which transmits
light  to  the  eyepiccc.  It  may  bc  vai.led,  as  in  a
calne}.a, by usiiig a diaphragm to cover part of the
surface. Don't judge the aperture of your telescope
by the size of the  tube  (as  many people  do.)  The
term refers to the e#ecfS.`oG diameter of the miri.or or
objec`tglass.

Tht} foc¢Z Z6Jng£J{,  F,  is  the  distance  fr.om  the  ob~
j€'ctivc to the focal plane  (the  gu.ea where  the rays
of light cross each other to procluce an image ) .

The  focal  ratio  (usually  callecl  the  ±`-number)  is
the  focal length  divided  by  the  aperture,  or  F/D.
This often mi."nderstood term  applies  only to  the
objective,  never  to  a  combinat.ion  of focal  lengths
of  objective  and  eyepiece.  The  focal  ratio  is  ordi-
narily indicated  by  a single number.  For  example,
a refractor of 60-inch focal lengt.h and 4-inch apcr-
tui.e  is  I.eferr€d  to  as  an  f/15  refractor.  But  if  a
circular  stop  is  applied   to  the  lens  so   that  the
diameter is cut in half,  the instrument becomes  an
f/30 I`c.fractor.

The exit piipil consists of the light which emerges
from the eye}.)icce. A cross section of this light at it.s
nan.ow{±st point is known as the Ramsden disk.

Magnific.ation i.g the increase of the apparent size
of the image, as compare,d with the apparent size of
the  obj.act.  It  is  measured  in  terms  of  the  relative
diameter, never in terms of the area.

Thc`sc  arc  only  a  few  of  the  fundamental  terms
we  mu3`t  I-now  ancl  understand  to  talk  about  the
telescope.  We  will  introduce  and  define  others  as
the occasion demands.

Image Brightness

Why is  it that in  the late  afternoon,  stars  which
are invisible  to the  naked  eye  can readily  be  seen
thi.ough a te]cscope`? Part of the answer to the qucs~
tion is that the light fi.om the  sky causes  the,  pupil
of  the  eye  t.a  coutr{act  and  thus  reduces  its  ability
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to register faint  objc.cts.  The  t€h]scope,  howeve]-,  i`S
not trained on  the  full  sky,  only  a  very  small  part
of  it.  Thus,  the  total  light  is  1.educec},  the  con{rti`5t.
between sta}.light ancl sky light is inG`naas`ed, and the
stal.  becomes  visible.   Btit  the,  impoi.tant  factor  i*5
the light-gathering power of the tc.1€s(`ope c`ompar{?d
with  that  of the  eye valonc.  Tht±  telescope.  amplifies
the  light  of  both  star  ancl  `qky   ancl  the  bright(`r
ob].cat I)ecomcs still brighter by contl.&st.

Thc" theoretical ability of` your te]€sc`ope to g<atller
Tight  depends  primal.ily  on  its  apcrturc  <lnd,  to  a
lesser   degree,   upon   the   magnifieati()n   us{?d.   This
theoretic.al  value  c`an  be  found  from  tb€  formula

D`2
]ight~grzisp = t].{insmis.lion f&Ctor X  -(F+Z~ffig

::::ifigatfisoi},lea,,adp€;£rt,tt£]sl.€:h°efc#:t`L:?i:Cotivteri{€`fy5`.i.:£]tho:
the  eye.  The  pupil  when  fully  open  foi.  nightt]'m€,
vision  is  about  thr{?{-.3  tenths`  {)f  €tn  inc`h  in  diam€tei..
(The  .si7.e  {)f  the  pup].I  vfiric..s,  {)£  c.oi`irse.   from  t`)ne
`individual to anothei-,  but thi-e€ tenths of an  inch j5
a goocl average. )

Telcscopcs wastci  some  of the  light  they  take  in.
Much  of  it  is  lo.qt  by  partial  ref-lection  ant.1  abs(%.p-
tion  at  the  objective  lens   (or  by  p{)or  refl{3ctivity
of the primary and  sec`ondar}r mir].ors  in  r€flcc`to].s }
and by absorption in the  eyepiece.  In I.eflcctoi.s the
loss  is  about  38  percent;  in  I.efractor`€  it  is  `slig]itly'
Ill.ss-about 36 perc`ent.  Ir` we take 37 p€rc`ent &s  an
Elvei.£1ge vafue for <|ny in.sti.umcnt` only 63 pcreent Gf
the  light  get.s  through  the  tcilescope.   This  I-}ercent-
age  lolls  €`ppears  as  the  ti`ansmi.qsion  fac.tol`  ( t.I.)  in
the  formuhi  above.  This  formula  is  for.  use  with
telescopes  up  to  7  inc`hes  in  diameter.  Above  `this
size,  because of the inc`reasing thickiicss  of the  ob-
I..ective  lens  of  the  rc.frac`toi.,  the  I.eflcc`tor  bec`omes
superior in light-grasp.

In spite of the fact that telescopes  €`ctually w£1stc
light,  they are  still  infinitely .Supei.ioi. to th€l  human
eye a.s light-gathering instrumc`nts.  Wc c`an see that
this  is  true  by  applying  the  formula  given  ifeovc,
ignol.ing mzignific`ation for. the moment :

light-grasp=.63X~%i=7D2

As  a  rule  of  thumb,  then,  for  telescopes  up  to
7 inches of apcrt-ui.e usecl at i.he  sam{? magnificati(}n,
the  light-gras'p  equals  the  squEire  of  the  aperture
mu]tip]ied  by  7.  As  an   example,   I(*  us   t¢qLL.e  two
telescopes  of  8-inch   and  6-inch  ape].ture,  respec-
tively.  The  light-gra.sp  of the  3~inch  is  63  times  as
great as that of the human  eye  and  the light-gra.t`p
of the 6-inch is 252 times as gre€`t! The point. Of this
discussion  is  that  if you  arc  intcrestccl  in  the.  vet.y
I.aint  objec`ts  of  the,  heftvens.  the  ap€1rture  of  your
telescope is very important.  Star.s  and othei. objects
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The mii.ror  in  the  reflecting  telescope  serves  the  same  function  as  the  ob].ective  lens  in  the  re-
fractor:  Both bring  light rays  to  a  focus,  where  the  image  they  produce  can  be  examined  by  an
eyepiece.  Two types of mounting are shown-The reflector is mounted with one axis parallel to the
axis  of the  earth,  while  the  refractor's  main  axis  is  parallel to the plane of the observer.  However,
either type of telescope may have either type of mount.

that cannot even be seen with small telescopes im-
mediately become visible with large ones.

STELLAR  MAGNITUDES

How do we measure the brightness of a star? Ap-
parent  star  brightness,  or  clppare"*  ma!gnjft¢de,  is
based on a system in which a  first magnitude  star

j

is loo times as bright as its sixth magnitude cousin.
The  limit  of human  vision,  on  this  scale,  is  about
magnitude 6.5,a and that of tel-escopic vision is mag-

a A  commonly  accepted  value  although,  like  all  values  based
upon human  attributes,  it  is  only  an  average.  Many  people  have
difficulty  seeing  stars  of  sixth   magnitude,   but  thei.e   are   some
who can see stars below seventh magnitude on clear,  dark nights.
A chosen few can, on occasion, pick up stars as dim as magnitude
8.5.
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nitude 23  (the 200-inch giant at Mount Palomar in
Ca]ifomia ). As the magnitude decreases in numeri-
cal value each star is 2.512 times as bright as those
in the preceding group. This I.elationship gives us a
way  of  comparing  brightness.  For  example,  how
much brighter than a star of fifth magnitude is one
of the second? The difference is three magnitudes,
each  representing  a  2.512  increase  in  brightness.
Then  2.5123 = 15.85,  or the  second magnitude  star
is approximately sixteen times brighter.

But there are stars bi.ighter than first magnitude.
What numbers are assigned  to  these? The  scale  is
continued into negative numbers, so that magnitude
0 is 2.512 times brighter than magnitude  1,  magni-
tude  ~1  is 2.512 times brighter than magnitude 0,
and  so  on.  On  this  scale  Venus  at  her  brightest
shines with magnitude -4.4, the full moon is about
-12, and the sun is represented by the figure -27.

Actually,  there  is  no  star  which  is  e#t7cfzgr  first
magnitude, even though there are about twenty-one
which  come  close.  These  stars  range from  1.48  for
Ad<ara to -I.42 for the glittering Sirius.

TELESCOPES  AND  STAR  MAGNITUDES

Now let's apply these facts to your own telescope.
What  are  the  faintest  stars.  you  can  expect  to  see
with it? A rule of thumb is that a  1-inch  objective
will  reveal  stars  of  the  ninth  magnitude,  and  the
rest  can  be  scaled  accordingly.   More  exact,   and
much more applicable to our problem, is the formula

in = 8,8 + 5 log D

where  in is  the  magnitude  and  D  the  aperture  of
your telescope in inches.  Using this  formula and a
table of ]ogarithms, we can make a table for various
apertures.

Limiting Magnitudes
D           Linit ing

(inches)    magivitu{le
18.8
2                    10.3
3                      11.2
4                     11.8
5                    12.3
6                    12.7
7                    13.0
8                    13.3

D              Linutir' g
(inchc.,s)        mag.nitude

9                     13.6
10                     13.8
12                      I.4.2
13                     14.4
16                     14.8
18                     15.I
20                    15.3

200                     23.0   (appro.ng.)

The mlgnitudes in this table can be converted to
relative brightness as they appear to the human eye.
Earlier it was pointed out that a 6-inch telescope can
pick  up  stars  252  times  fainter  than  those  visible
to the unaided human eye. What magnitude would
such  a  star have?  By  trial  and  error,  or  by  using
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some simple algebra,*  we find that 252 is the sixth
power  of  2.512.  Therefore  the  star  is  six  magni-
tudes dimmer than those seen with  the naked eye.
But   we   started   with   magnitude   6.5,   the   usual
limit of the human eye, and six magnitudes less than
this gives  a value of 12.5, which  compares  roughly
with  the  12.7 listed  in  the  table.  This  table is  only
an -a`pproximation-it shows the theoretical limits of
magnitude for a telescope of given aperture.  When
.seeing  conditions  ai.e  exc`el]ent,  you  may  be  able
to find stars one and a half magnitudes dimmer than
those listed. When conditions are poor, you may fail
to  see  stars  that  are  several  magnitudes  brighter.
There are a ntimber of reasons for this variE`tion:

I.  Your  own  vision.    How  good  are  your  eyes
and how well do you employ them? When you are
looking  for  faint  objects  it  is  best  to  use  aver.ted
vision;  that  is,  look  out  of  the  corner  of  your eye.
Test the truth  of this  by  looking  at some  point  in
the heavens where there is  a 1.easonable  concentra-
tion  of  stars-the  Little  Dipper,  for  example.  You
will  be  able  to  see  some  very  faint  stars  at  either
side  of  the  point  on  whic`h  youi.  eyes  arc  focused.
But  if  you  shift  your  gclze  directly  towarcl  these
stars they will disappeai., only to reappear as soon as
yo`i  look  slightly  away  from  them.  This  happens
because your most  acute  vision  is  at a  point  off to
one side of the center. of the retina.

The  quality  of  your  eyesight  is,  of  course,  very
important in the performance o£` your telescope. The
telescope can do its part within the limit of its capa-
bilities,  but  no  two  pairs  of  human  eyes  interpret
what  the  telescope  presents  to  them  in  quite  the
same way. Perhaps you would like to test your eyes
against a time-honored standard.  If you  can see  all
the .stars in the  Little Dipper,  you need not worry
aboiit  oculists.   The   P]e,fades   (Seven   Sister.s)   also
provides  a good  trial ground.  Five, of them  seen  in
bright moonlight  is  a  good  score;  on  a  dark  night,
six  is  normal,  ten  is  very  good,  thirteen  is  excep~
tional.

2.  The telescope itself.    Defects in objective and
eyepiece, dirt on the optical surfaces, a poor rcflec~
tive  coating  on  the  mirror,   imi)roper  adjustment
(collimation)  of  the  optical  elements-all  a`re  fac-
tors  that  reduce  the  eff]ciency  of  the  instrument.
You  can  precisely  check  your  te]escope's  perform-
ance by checking  it  against  the  stars  of  the  r\-orth
Polai.  sequenc`e.  This  list of nincty~six  stars  located
near the pol€tr I.egion provides tests for magnitudes
between  the  fourth  and  the  twenty-first.t  The  ex-
ce,llent  charts  issued  by  the  American  Association

a                                               2.512® = 252
A= log 2.512  = log 252

#=6
+ E.  a.  Picker±ng,  Adopted  Photogr(I.phic  Magritucles  of  96

P()ZcJf Stars, Harvard Circ.  170.
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of Variable Star Observers  (AAVSO)  list star mag-
nitudes down to the fifteenth.

3.  Poor   seeing   conditions.    There    are   many
causes of poor seeing conditions, the chief of which
is  turbtilence  of  the  atmosphere.  Turbulence  may
occur at any level from the ground up and, curiously
enough,  may  at  times  be  completely  unsuspected
as  a  sourc`e  of  poor  telescope  performance.  Lens-
chapcd  masses  of  air  high  in  the  atmosphere  are
usually  invisible  until  their  rapid  passage  distorts
the  image  of  a  star.  At  ground  level,  the  atmo-
sphere  may   appear   to   be   c`ompletely   calm   and
transpai.ent,

A rai}idly falling oi. rising temperature during the
observing period will create changes in the "figure"
on your mirror or object glass. The only remedy for
the  resulting  distortion  is  to  wait  for  the  mirror
temperatrire to reach the same level as that of the
suITounding air. If your telescope is portable,  don't
attempt to use it immediately after taking it from a
warm house to the cold outdoors. Wait at least half
an hour  for it  to  cool off.  Air  currents  within  the
tube of the telescope-these  are  caused  by  differ-
ences in temperature inside and outside the tube-
also have disastrous effects upon good seeing; again,
the only recourse is to wait for the temperature to
level. You can  recognize  temperature  effects  easily
be::I:S:ct±]ger:tua:Sda¥]Pgehat:t°#]cnp]£agnh€stwo££nk:e.nearby

town, the presence of the moon, and even the light
from a bright star in the field can cut vi`sibility by an
amazing  amount-sometimes   by   as  much  as   50
percent.

5.  Excessive magnification.    Ordinary magnifica-
tion has little or no effect on the visibility of point
sources  such  as  the  stars.  When  the  optics  of  the
telescope  are  pushed   to   their  magnifying   limit,
however, the attenuation of light from  dim objects
such as nebulae, faint clusters, and distant galaxies
may become so great as  to make them  invisible  to
the  viewer.

SOME  CONCLUSIONS

The  light-gathering  power  of  your  telescope  is
one of its most important  qualities.  It  is  the  factor
that  detci.mines  the  visibility  of  objects  far  up  in
the scale of magnitude-the  dim  comparison  stars
usecl in variable star work, faint nebulae, the distant
planets, and the feeble light of many galaxies. Some
authorities  think that  a 6-inch  reflec`tor or a  4-inch
refractor is  the smallest use±.ul telescope  for plane-
tary wol.k, and they recommend larger instruments.
Yet even if youi- telescope  is  small there  are many

8P{Lece£```r:'f°rt:c::rnwfifiidp::kdu°pbsoebr,.Ve:tsw:|tspfc;:.ntE:se:h:
tenth or eleventh magnitude under good seeing con-
ditions!
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Resolution

Because  light  travels  in  waves  rather  than  in  a
straight,  undeviating  line,  the  light produced  by  a
star can never be  focused  to  a  sharp  point.  These
light  waves,  wiggling  up,  down,  sideways,  and  at
all possible angles to their line of travel, produce in
a telescope  a bright blot]  called  a  apt¢rSous d£S*  or,
in  honor  of  its  discoverer,  A®...gr  c!¢Sfe.*   At  definite

Diffraction   pattern:   An   out-of-focus   star   image   has
interference  rings  where  light  is  diffracted.

distances  from  this  disk  the  light  waves  interfere
with each other and c`anc`el each other out` At such
distances a dai.k ring is formed around the spurious
disk.  At other points, however, the waves reinforce
each  other  and  produce  bright  rings.  The  result-
ing  image,  a  bright  c`entral  disk  Lsurrounded  by  al-
ternating  bright   and   dark  rings,   is   known   as   a
diff].action  pattern.  About  86  percent  of  the  light
from  the  star  is  concentrated  in  the  central  disk;
the  remainder  is   distributed  through   the   illumi-
nated ring`s. Because of this concentration, the rings
of many stars,  especf ally  the  faintci.  ones,  may  not
be apparent.

The fact that stars  observed through  a  telescope
do  not  registe].  as  p{jints  of  light,  but  as  disks,  is
very important, for the size and distribution of these
disks  determine  how  much  detail  will  be  evident.
For example, if two stars are so close together that
their  disks  overlap,  they  will  appeEtr  as  one.  So,  to
determine  what  double  stars  you   can  expect   to
separate you must know something about the rela-

¢Named   for   Sir   George   Airy,   Astronomer   Royal   at   the
Greenwich  Observatory  from  1835  to  1892.
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tion`ship between the size of spurious disks and the
aperture of the telescope.

There  are  two  formulas  that  can  be  used  to
measure  spurious  disks;  one  gives  the  disk's  Z4:7te¢r
size, the other its ¢"g#Z¢r size:

1. linear radius of disk =
1.22 ^ F

D

where  A = the  wavelength  of  gi.eon-yellow  light,
.000022 inch

F = the focal length of the telescope in inches
D = the aperture of the telescope in inches

This first formula shows that the linear size of the
disk is very small indeed. As an example, the typical
instrument built by many  amateurs  (56-inch  focal
length,  8-inch diameter)  produces  a  disk only  two
ten-thousandths of an inch in radius.

2.angulari.fldiusofdisk=±D2L±X206,265

For our purposes, this second formula is the more
important  of  the  two,  because  it  is  the  c!#gze  be-
tween two objects  that determines whether or not
we  can  distinguish  one  from  the  other.  .But  each
formula  shows  that  the  radius  of  the  disk  is  in-
versely proportional to the diameter of the objective
producing it. In other words, a larger aperture pro-
duces a smaller disk. Why is this important? Well,
as we learned Carlie,r, if the disks of two stars over-
lap, the two stars appear as one.

DAWES'  LIMIT

If  the  spurious  disks  of  two  stars  overlap  only
enough  so  that  the  center  of  one  lies  in  the  first
dark  ring  of  the  other,  each  can  be  seen.   The
distance between them must be equal to the radius
of one of the  disks.  You  can  find the resolving,  or
separating, power of your telescope from the above
formula.

R= x 206,265* =1.22^    .  ^^^^^~fi        5.45secondsofarc
D       '`-`'`''_`-`-__                         D

In practice, however, this limit is even lower. As
the  result  of  a  series  of  tests  made  with  various
apertures,   the   great   English   astronomer   W.   R.
Dawes established a practical value of

R- 4.56 seconds of arc
I)

whieh is still used as a standard for testing the re-
solving power of telescopes.  Suppose,  for  example,
that you have a 3-inch refractor. Its resolving power,

a In  this  expression   ^  is  expressed  in  radians.   (i  radian =
57.3°.)   Since  there  are  206,265  seconds  of  arc  in  a  radian,
the  final  result  is  given  in  seconds  of  arc.
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using Dawes' criterion, should be 1.52 seconds of arc
and  your  telescope  s`hould  show  clear  separation
between two equally bright stai.s separated only by
this amount in the heavens. A list of double stars is
given  in  the  star  at].as.  Try  your  telescope  out  on
pairs  above  and  below  this  theoretical  value,  but
remember that in `sueh a test there are several addi-
tional factors you must take into consideration :

I.  As  in  te,`sts  for light-gathering  power,  the  test
for resolution is very much influenced by the sharp-
nes.`` of your own vision. I-low does the resolution of
unaided  vision  compzire  with  that  of  a  telescope?
Experiments  have  shown  that  the  smallest  separa-
tion  of stars  that  can be  observed  with  the  naked
eye is in the vicinity of 2 m¢mtfes of arc, while in a
3-inch  telescope  the  smallest  sepai.ation  is  about 2
Secoroczs of arc. In other words, the  resolving power
of a telesc`ope of this size is about sixty times that of
the eye alone.  You  can  test your  eyes  for this  kind
of  vision  on  a  few  familiar  objects,  if  you  wish.
Alcor,  the  companion  of  Mizar  (which  lies  at  the
crook of the hanclle of the, Big Dipper~map 4), is
separated  from  its  bright  neighbor  by  about   12
minutes  of  arc.  Good  eye,s  can  "split"  these  two
easily  on  a  dark  night.  Much  more  difficult  is  the
separation of the two stars that make Epsilon Lyrae
(map 5) . They lie only 3.5 minutes of arc from one
another.

2.  If the test stars  are  too bright,  or  of unequal
brightness, the eye bec`omcs  dazzled and the lower
limit  of  vision  increases.  Mizar,  for  instance,  has
a tendency to "flood out" its dimmer companion. In
fact, if the two components  of a  double  star differ
by more than three magnitudes, Dawcs' limit must
be  quadrupled,  and  if  the  difference  is  six  magni-
tudes   Dawes'   limit   increases`   over   seven   times.
Curiously enough, star.s that are, of equal brightness
but that are dim~say, of` the eighth or ninth mag-
nitude-also  increase  the  Dawes  criterion.  To  be
safe,  find  a  pair  in  which  each  star  is  around  the
sixth magnitude.

3.  As  in  testing  for  light-grasp,  watch  out  for
atmospheric  turbulence,  because  seeing  conditions
must   be   excellent   when   testing   for   double-star
separation.  If  the  light  fi.om  the  stars  varies  or  i£

:Eeots£::Snj]Tg¥t:iri:eunbdesftntt±hmeefiteo]dte°sftvf[:erwfe¥oa,::t±fo°:
is when stars seem to glow rather than twinkle.

4.  Finally,  refractors  are  slightly  inferior  to  re-
flectors in resolving power, assiiming the quality of
the  optical  system  to  be  the  same.  Even  though
this  diffei.ence  is  small-nly  about  5  percent .---.-it
must be taken into consideration.

Now  let's  sum  up.  The  I.eso]ving  power  of  your
i.elescope  is  its  ability  to  present  detail,  and  this
depends chiefly upon its aperture.  Obviously, then,
a big telescope  is  superior  to  a  smaller  one  in  this
respect.  But before you  rush  out  to  exchange your
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3-inch   for   a   bigger   model,   remember   that   an
increase  in  aperture  also  increases  the  effect  of  at-
mospheric  disturbanc`es,  and  that you  can take  ad-
vantage  of  your  new  telescope's  greater  resolving
power ()nly when the seeing conditions are good.  So
if you live in a locality where the skies are troubled
-a big city or an industrial area-you may actually
be happier with your smaller telescope.

Definition

Definition is a term applied to the extended image
of an ob].ect, such as the moon or a planet. It refers
mainly  to  the  fidelity  of  the  reproduction  of  the
object in a]] I)arts of the image, and this, of course,
includes  sharpness  of  the  image  and  the  amount
of detail in it.  Although definition depends to some
extent on the resolving power of the telescope, and
therefore  is  also  a  function  of the  aperture,  it  de-
pends chiefly on the quality of the optical system.

The image of any  extended surface,  such  as  the
moon,  is  composed  of  diffraction  patterns  formed
by light coming  from  a  multitude  of  tiny  areas.  If
these light patterns were of equal value, they would
form  an  overlapping  pattern to  the  extent  that  "o
resolution would be possible and therefore no detail
could  be  seen.  Fortunately,  different  light  values
pi.oduce  spurious  disks  of  varying  intensity,  and
this  is  what  cTe,ates  the  image.  Each  part  of  the
surfac`e of the objective is  instrumental  in building
up  the  final  image,  so  absolute  uniformity  in  the
delicate curvature of the optical surfaces is of para-
mount importance. This is why definition depends to
such  a large extent upon the quality of the optical
system'

Dawes' limit,  which  is  so  important  in  the  sepa-
ration  of double  `stars,  does  not  apply  to  extended
images.   You  can  di.stinguish   objects  much  closer
together  than  the  Dawes  criterion  calls  for,  some-
times  .separated  by  as  little  as  one  fifteenth  of  the
amount theoretically possible. As an illustration, the
Cassini  Division   (the  fine  dark  line  between  two
of the I.ings of the planet Saturn)  is  only  .5  second
of arc in width. BLit it was discovered with a 2%-inch
tele`scope!*  Applying  Dawes'  formula,  such  a  tele-
scope  should have  been  capable  of  separating  ob-
jects  no  more  than  1.8  seconds  of  arc  apart.  Thus
the  instrument was performing  three  and  one  half
times better than  Dawes'  limit  predicts.

We shall in many instances refer to telescopes  in
terms of definition.  No matter what other qualities
your  telescope  may  have,   its   ability  to   produce

a Cassini's  discovery  is  all  the  more  remarkable  because  his
telescope was over  twenty  feet long,  and its  mounting  was  none
too  secure.  Guiding  this  elongated  pencil  of  a  telescope  must
have been a task in itself, to say nothing of seeing anything with
it.
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sharply  defined  images  is  the  final  measure  of  its
performance.

Magnification

Magnification  is  what  is  usually  referred  to  as  a
telescope's "power." It is, of course, only one of the"powers"  which   the   telesc`ope   pos.sesses,   for   the

final  image  depends  on  the  capability  of  the  tele-
scope  to collect light  (light-grasp),  to  produce  de-
tail   (resolving  power),  to  present  a  clear  image
(defining power),  as well  as to  enlarge  the  image.
But it is clearly one of the most important functions
of the  telescope,  without  which  most  of  the  other"powers"  would  be  meaningless.   The  total  mag-
nification  of  a  telescope  depends  on  objective  and
eyepiece acting in unison;  each plays  a part in  the
process.

MAGNIFlcATloN  8¥  TIIE  oB]EcrlvE

The size of the image produced by the  ob].ective
at its focus ( called the prime foctJs of the telescope )
depends  only  on focal  length.  This  is  given  by the
formula

imagesize(inches)=#

where  0  is  the  angular  diameter  of  the  object  as
seen from the center of the objective,  F is the focal
length  of  the  telescope  in  inches,  and  57.3  is  the
number of degrees in a radian.

Let's   suppose   you   have   a   telescope   of   focal
length 48 inches,  and want to make a practical ap-
plication  of this  formula.  Train  the  telescope  on  a
I-foot rule  placed  loo  feet  away,  remove  the  eye-
piece,  and  bring  a  piece  of  ground  glass-(semi-
transparent  paper  will  do)  up  to  the  focal  plane.
When  the  image  of  the  rule  is  in  sharpest  focus,
measure it with a pair of dividers. You will find it to
be about % inch long.

The  angular height of a i-foot rule at a distance
of 100 feet is 36 minutes of arc. Substituting into the
equation, we get

inage size (inches) =
36 x 48

57.3 x 60
or .51 inch

Having verified our formula by experiment, we can
use  it  to  find the  size  of the  image  formed  at  the
focal  plane  if  we  know  the  angular  size  of  the
object  at  which  we  are  looking.  This  is  very  im-
portant   in   astronomical   photography,   where   we
wish  to  know  the  actual  dimensions  of  the  image
as it is formed on the photographic plate. Take, for
example,  the  moon,  whose  angular  diameter  is  31
minutes of arc. If we plan to take its picture at the
prime  focus  of  a  telescope  whose  focal  length  is
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forty-eight inches, we should expect to get an image
size of six tenths of an inch.

THE  NATURE  OF  MAGNIFICAHON

How can we consider the result of the experiment
with the foot rule as magnificationp All we seem to
have done is to reduce an ob].ect twelve inches long
to  an  image  that  is  only  one  half  inch  in  length.
The  key  to  the  riddle  is  the  distance  of  the  egrG
from what is seen. After all, the rule was one hun-
dred feet away from  the eye and its  twelve inches
of  length  seems  much  shorter  than  the  half-inch
image which is close to the eye.

EASC-130 Moravian Astronomy

dary  magnification  is  large  and  the  magnification
of the telescope is also large. The total magnification
is  in  inverse  proportion  to  the  focal  length  of  the
eyepiece. But there is a limit to the minimum focal
length of an  eyepiece,  as  we  shall  see  later on,  so
the  focal  length  of  the  objective  is  of  prime  im-
portance in magnification.

To  sum  up, we  may  say that  magnification in  a
telescope is in inverse proportion to the focal length
of the eyepiece and in direct proportion to that of
the  objective.  We  can  write  this  relationship   as

•-¥

The natui.e of magnification: An ob]'ect appears to be
viewing angle is  larger.

To make  this  point more  real,  try  this  practical
demonstration.  Support a fifty-cent piece in an up-
right position on a shelf about three feet away. Now
hold a dime between the fingers and bring it slowly
toward   the   eye,   looking   at   both   coins   simulta-
neously.  The  coin  closer  to  the  eye  appears  larger
than  the  other,  and  as  it  approaches  the  eye,  the
difference  between  the  two  becomes  increasingly
great,  This  illusion  is  caused  by  the  difference  in
the  angular  diameter  of  the   coins.   Because   the
fifty-cent  piece  is  seen  at  a  greater  distance,  the
angle it makes with the eye is smaller, and it there-
fore appears smaller than the dime.

THE  FUNcrloN  oF  THE  EyEplECE

In the coin  demonstration,  the  one  closer  to  the
eye is blurred and out of focus.  But if you  hold  a
magnifying  glass  between  your  eye  and  the  closer
coin, you can see both coins simultaneously in sharp
focus. The shorter the focal length  of the magnify-
ing glass, the closer the coin can be held to the eye,
and the  greater the apparent difference  in size be-
tween the two.

A  telescope  operates  under  the  same  principle,
except  that  the  image  is  magnified  both  by  the
objective and by the eyepiece.  In othe`r words,  the
objective produces a magnified image of the object;
then the eyepiece magnifies this image still more. If
the focal length of the eyepiece is short, the secon-

8

larger  when  seen  through  a  telescope  because  the

This  simple  formula  is  very  important  because  it
gives us an  easy way to find magnification:  Divide
the focal length of the ob].ective by the focal length
of the eyepiece. Thus,  if your telescope has  a focal
length of 50 inches,  an eyepiece with a 1~inch focal
length  will  give  a  total  magnification  of  50,  while
one of %-inch focal length produces a magnification

FIELD    LENS                        EYE    LENS

A typical eyepiece.

of 200. To yield a complete range of magnification,
therefore,  a telescope  must have  several  eyepieces.
An alternative is a single eyepiece of variable focal
length, a development in telescopes that has grown
out of the "zoom" lenses in cameras.

Limits of Magnification

You probably know  that  there  is  an  upper limit
to magnification-too  much  magnification  destroys
the original clarity of the image I.ust as blowing up
a photographic print reduces its sharpness. But you
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may not know that there is a lower limit of magnifi-
cation  as  well.  In  order  to  discuss  this  we  must
bring  in  exit  pupil  size,  which  depends  upon  the
magnification  as well as  the  aperture of  the  objec-
tive. The three factors are related by the formula

d-%
where d = exit pupil diameter

D = apei-tui.e of the objective
M = magnification

You can see  that if the  magnification  is  decreased,
the diameter of the exit pupil must increase.  If the
exit  pupil  diameter  becomes  larger  than  the  di-
ameter of the pupil of the eye  (about .3 inches  for
the  night-adapted  eye),  much  of  the  light  will  be
wasted, for it will be blocked off by the iris. So it is
important to use magnifications in which this limit
is not  exceeded,  and the  smallest  that  can  be  em-
ployed without wasting light is therefore

M=%,orabout3D

opened to its  f=]lest extent.  Under bright  sky  con-
ditions,  in  which  the  pupil  diameter  shrinks,  the
lower limit of magnification is inci.eased even more.
On a bright day, for instance, if you are using youi.
telescope to look around the countryside, the lowest
magnification  you  can  use  profitably is  8D.  If you
have  a  3-inc`h  telescope  you  are  probably  wasting
light if you use it at less than 24-power.

Theory and practice  do  not  always  agree  about
the limit of high magnification;  theory sets  a much
lowei.  limit   than  practice   allows.   The   minimum
diameter to which the pupil of the average person.s
eye  can  contract  is  about  .025  inch.  If  we  admit
a light beam whose diameter is smaller than this we
are wasting eye potential rather than light. Using the
formula to find out what the limit might be, we have

DM = T5fe = 4oM

or 40 magnifications per inch of aperture. Yet many
amateurs who own telescopes with well-figured mir-
rors  or  object  glasses  know  that  on  a  good  night
this ]init can be pushed up to 60D, or even higher.
V\.7e  often  find  it  advantageous  to  crowd  the  limit
in this way when we wish to separate close double
stai.s.  Usually, however,  an  extended image magni-
fied beyond theoretical limits  suffers  a  serious  loss,
oi. dilution, of detail.  High magnification also tends
to  exaggerate  atmospheric  disturbances,   decrease
image  brightness,  and  diminish  the  field  of  view.
Loss of light  is  the most serious  drawback  to  high
magnification.  The  amount  of  light  gathered  by  a
telescope  is  inversely proportional to  the fqtJare  of

Even  this  figure,  three  magnifications  per  inch
aperture,  is  high  unless  the  pupil  of  the  eye
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the magnification. Thus, when you double the mag-
nification  of yoiii.  telescope  you  reduce  the  illumi-
nation  of any given  ai.ea  of an  expanded image  to
one quarter of its original value. To a lesser degree,
this  is  also  true  of  stars.  You  can  actually  magnify
the image of a faint star into invisibility!

Yet, within the limits mentioned above, high mag-
nification  is  something  greatly  to  be  desired.  On
a clear night, look at Mars under low power.  Then
increase  the  magnification  by  using  eyepieces   o£
shorter and shorter focal  length  until  you  pass  the
limit  of  u`seful  magnification.   (You  can  raise  this
limit  a  little  by  using  an  amber  filter  to  improve
contrast.)  You  will  find  an  optimum  value  some~
where  along  the  line-one  that  probably  exceeds
the theoretical one.

There are many tables that show upper and lower
limits of magnification.  Most  of them  ai.e based on
theoretical values. The one given below is intended
for the average observer using an average telescope
under  good  seeing  conditions.  It  will  be  useful  to
you  only  insofai.  as  the  performance  of  your  own
telescope  approaches  that  of  such  an  average  in-
strument.

Magnification Limits
I.Iighest

Telescope Field

Telescope   eyepieces   are   designed  to  cover  an
ai.ea  of  the  focal  plane  called  the  apparent  field.
The angular diameter of this area is usually limited
to  about  40°  by  a  circular fixed  diaphragm,  called
a stop,  placed  in  the  eyepiece  itself.  The  apparent
field is limited in this way because the eye itself can
take in only about 45° without moving, and because
images  usually  deteriorate  in  quality  as  they  near
the edge of the field.

9
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The  true  field  of  the  telesc`ope  is  the  angular
diameter of the sky whose image is included in the
apparent field of the eyepiec`e or,  put more simply,
it  is  the crirea  of the  .sky you  can  see  through  your
telescope with any given eyepiece.

You  have  probably  noticed  that  when  you  in-
crease the magnification  o£. your telescope the  true
field  becomes  smaller  and  dimmer.  The  relation-
ship  between  true  field  size  and  magnification  can
bc expressed by the formula

true field =
apparent field
magnification

Suppose  you  have  an  eyepiece  whose  apparent
field is  40°  and  whose  focal  length  is  one  inch.  If
your telescope  objective has  a  focal length  of,  say,
fifty  inches,  this  eyepiece  gives  a  magnification  of
50.  I-tow  much  of  the  sky  does  this  combination
c{)vcr? We can easily find out:

truefie]d=3{j.=.8o

But  if  the  eyepiece  has  a  focal  length  of  one  half
inch, the magnification is now 100, and the diameter
of the true field `shi.inks to .4°.

A]though eyepieces usually h{ave an apparent field
of  about  400,   `special   wide-angle   eyepieces   may
```pread as muc.h as 90°. If we use one of these, again
assuming a focal length of one inch, then

truefield=g%=|.8°

FINDING  APPARENT  FIELD

But suppose you know neither the apparent field
of  an  eyepiece  nor  the  true  field  of  the  telescope
when  you  use  it.  You  can  then  let  your  telescope
find the true field for you by rearranging the formula :

apparent field = true field X magnification

From this you can compute the apparent field. The
process is  a  little complicated,  but here is  how  it's
done:

Set the telescope on a star, let the star trail across
a  diameter  of  the  field,  and  time  its  passage  ac`-
curately.  Now  look  up  the  declination  of  the  star
and  the  coLsine  of the  declination  in  the  star  atlas.
Then apply the formula

true field = 15 X time X cosine of dec]ination*

Here is an  example:  You  observe the star. Pollux
(declination  31°59')  under  a  magnification  of  50.
You find that when the telescope is held motionless

a This formula win transform minutes and seconds of S'!'me into
minutes and seconds of arc.
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the star. takes 4 minutes and 20 seconds to go across
the field. Thus

true field = 15  X  4 mins 20 sees  X  .8479
ti`ue field = 55%  mins of ai.c

This  is  the  true  field-in  this  case,  less  than  one
degree-and is what you really want to know when
you  use  the  eyepjcce  in  your  telescope.  The  ap-
parent field of the eyepiece is

55% X 50 = 2,763 mins = 49°13'

But you neecl not use these formulas to find true
field unless  you have  an  eyepiece  of  odd  apparent
field size. The fo]Iowing table will help you e`stimate
the  true  field  size  of  almost  any  combination  of
apparent field and magnification :

Mag`n4.    Zoo
ficatio.n

Table of True Field Sizes
lf the apparerit field cltameter 4s
3oo           4oo           5oo          6oo          7oo

the true fiend dhameteT w`ill be

FIEI,D  ILLUMINATION

There is little point in trying to use the complete
field  that  can  be  taken  in  by  the  objective  of  the
telescope.  Light  rays  which  come  fi.om  a__n  object
far from the  optical  axis  (the  straight  line  passing
through  eyepiece,  objective,  ancl  out  into  the  sky)
are.bent to such an angle that s()me of them do not
fall into the ai.ea of the focal plane taken in by the
eyepiece.  Such  an  objec`t will  not- <ippear as  bright
((-)r  as  fully  illuminated)  as  those  nearer  the  axis.
This  is  another  reason  for  limiting  the  apparent
field  of  the  eyepiece,  and  in  prac`tic`e  the  eyepiece
stop  is  of  a   size   and  position   to  provide   equal
brightness over a.I] parts of the true field.

IMPOR'l`ANCE   OF   FIEluD   SI'ZH

There are many oc`casions when  a wide field c`an
increase your observing enjoyment.  Open star clus-
ters  or  the  bright  diffuse  nebulae  observed  under
high power. and narrow fields  are  often  disappoint-
ing,  for {)nly sectiolis  of these beautiful  objects  are
visible.  But  under  low  power.  flncl  in  wide  fields,
these  objects  can  be  seen  in  their  entirety  and  be
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really appreciated. Wait for the crisp nights  when
the  sky  is  transparent,*  then  train  your  telescope
on the great star clouds  in Sagittarius, the brilliant
Cygnus  area,  or  the  glittering stars  of the  Perseus
double  cluster.  Views  of  these  objects,  as  well  as
of the  moon  in  eclipse,  the  rare  thrill  of  seeing  a
comet,  and the  awe-inspiring  spectacle  of  the  An-
dromeda  galaxy,  call  for  low  power  and  a  wide
field.   But   on   nights   of   good   seeing,   when   the
planets  "hang" and the close  double  stars  separate
themselves, shift to high power and look for detail.

THE   EXIT  PUPII.  ANI)  FIELI}  SIZE

The exit pupil is  also  a very  important factor in
utilizing full field size.  Unless  the  pupil  of the  eye
and  the  exit  pupil  coincide  both  horizontally  and
longitudinally,  loss  in  field  size  results.  Field  illu-
mination is also greatest at this point. We speak of
longitudinal displacement of the eye because there
is  only  one  area  of  the  exit  pupil,  a  cross  section
called  the  Rczmsden  dc'Sk,t   where  the  rays  cross

EYEPIECE    BARREL

EYE    LENS
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of the  Ramsden  disk,  the  diameter of the  field will
be  about  52°.  If  the  eye  is  moved  only  .01  inch
farther back,  the field shrinks to 28°!

It  is  astonishing  how  many  observers  sacrifice
width of field by failing to  "crowd" the  eyepiece  a
little. Of course, the wearer of glasses faces a special
problem  with  short-focal-length  eyepieces  because
the lens keeps his eye away from the Ramsden disk.
The only way to avoid this difficulty is to remove the
glasses and refocus.

Optical Deficiencies

The  quality of the  glass  surfaces  which  produce
the image is a very important telescope factor-the
S¢.„e  qtt¢  mo"  of  telescope  pei.formance.  Your  tele-
scope is only as good as its glassware. There are, of
course,  many  other important  considerations-trim
design,  a solid mounting,  moving parts  that are vi-
brationless and that work easily in all temperatures,

The    Ramsden    disk:    The    cross-

AREA   OF   BEST    IMAGE    :ft:E:dog;::tfisea::u:i): taeie::oap8e:

LGGHTF-

each  other.  This  point  is  where  the  eye  must  be
placed.  Many  eyepieces  have  a  cap  back  of  the
lens so that the eye can easily be placed at the point
of fullest illLimination and widest field. Test the im-
portance   of   locating   your   eye   at   pi.ecisely   the
proper place by moving  your head  away from  the
lens.  Notice how the width  of field narrows.  There
is a relationship between  field size and three other
factors:  diameter of the eye pupil,  diameter of the
exit pupil, and distance of the eye from the Ramsden
di.``k.  If  the  difference  between  eye  pupil  and  exit
pupil is .01 inch and the eye is placed .01 inch back

* The  word transparent  applies  to  the  atmosphere  when  it  is
clear,  rather  than  steady.  At  such  times  the  stars  glitter  against
the  backgi.ound in  their brightest  glory.  But  on  nights  when  the
stars  ¢p}}e(Ir  clearest  and  brightest  they  are  apt  to  jump  around
in  the  eyepiece  because  of  turbulence.

t  lt is easy to  find the  exact location of  the  Ramsden  disk for
any eye|)iece.  Point the  telescope  at the  sky in  daylight and look
at the  eyepiece from  a  distance  of  a  foot  or  so.  The  round  spot
of  light  which  ai)parently  floats  in  mid-air  just  outside  the  eye
lens  is  the  Ramsden  disk.  You  can  measure  its  diameter  if  you
move a piece of ground glass toward the eyepiece until the circle
of light is  in  sharpest focus.  The  distance  of  the  glass  from  the
eyepiece  is where your  eye  should be  when  observing.
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and accessories  such  as  setting circles,  slow-motion
devices,  finders,  filters,  and  the  like.  But  most  of
these  featui.es  are  added  for  your  comfort_ or  con-
venience  and  have  ]itt]e  to  do  directly  with  how
much and how well you can see with the instrument
itself.

It is important to remember that when we speak
of optical  deficf encies we are  not necessarily refer-
ring  to  sloppy  workman`ship  or  poor  quality.  The
nature of light itself is  such  that  certain  image  de-
fects can be eliminated only at the expense of add-
ing others;  it is  impossible  to  eliminate  all of them
simultaneously.

What  telescope  shortcomings  can  be  attributed
to the optical system  and what  specific  aberrations
cause  them?  Unfortunately,  the  list  is  rather  long,
consisting of defects which affect either the  quality
of the image, its position, or both. Among them  are
spherical  aberration,  coma,  astigmatism  and  field
curvature,   distortion,   and   chromatic   aberi.ation.
Space does not permit a full treatment of these de-
fects,  so we  must  be content  to  point  out  only the
nature  of  each  one,  its  source,  and  some  ways  to
recognize it.
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SPHERICAL  ABEREATroNT

The  term  spherical  aberration  refers  to  the  fact
that spherical  reflecting surfaces  do not bring rays
from different parts of the mirror to a focus in  the
same  focal  plane.  But  the  defect  is  not  limited  to
mirrors; it is also a shortcoming of lenses. The effect
of spherical aberration is a series of poorly defined
images spaced along the axis of the objective ( a line
passing through its center and at right angles to its
plane).  The  point  at which  the  best  image  is  ob-
tained  is  called,   appropriately  enough,   the   Zeas£
c!+cze a/ conftts€on, To produce a sharp, well-defined
image,  a mirror must,be  curved  in  the  shape  of  a
paraboloid   (the   three-dimensional   curve   whose
cross  sections  are  all  parabolas),  and  lenses  must
have  a  combination  of curves  for  the  same  result.

Spherical  aberi.ation  is   a  defect  of  both  mirror   and
lenses.  The  focal  plane  is  not  sharp  because  the  rays
focus  at different  points.

If the rays from  both the  center and edges  of the
objective fall within an  area of very small limiting
size, the objective is said to be fully corrected. This
area is cone-shaped, and is known as a caustic sur-
face. The cross section of the caustic at its narrowest
point  is  the  least  circle  of  confusion   mentioned
above.   Its   minimum   size  is   determined  by   the
Rayleigh limit ( to be discussed in the next section ) .
If rays from the periphery of the objective focus at
a point closer to  the objective than those  from  the
central  section,  the  curves  are  undercorrected.  If
the opposite is tine, they are overcorrected.

A variant of spherical aberration ( where the fault
lies in the  general curve  of the  surface)  is  termed
zonal  aberration.   Here  the  objective  has  definite
zones  or  areas,  each  of  which  has  its  own  focal
length. This is an intolerable defect in a profession-
ally made  telescope,  as  it  indicates  carelessness  in
woi.kmanship and insufficient testing of the finished
product.  It  is,  needless  to  say,  a  characteristic  of
cheap, mass~produced instruments.

Unless  of gross  proportions,  spherical  aberration
has  little  effect  on  resolving  power;  hence  it  does
not  greatly  diminish  the  telescope's  capacity  for
separating  double  stars.  But  it  reduces  contrast  in
such objects as the planets; thus an improperly cor-
rec`ted objective is a very serious defect.
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The Rayleigh Limit
When  light  is  reflected  from  a  mirror  or  passes

through a lens it travels  toward  the  focal  plane  in
a spherical wave front, much as the upper surface of
a soap bubble emerges from the bubble pipe. If the
objective is perfect,  all parts  of the wave front are
contained  in  the  same  spherical  surface.  If  imper-
fect,  the  surface  has  "dents"  or  "bumps."  If  these
defects  are  small  enough  to  be  contained between
two concentric spheres whose distance apart is one
quarter  of  the  wavelength   of  yellow-green  light
(or  the  unbelievably  tiny  distance  of  55  ten-mil-
lionths  of an  inch),  the  objective from which  they
come can be considered perfect for all practical pur-
poses. This distance is called Ragrze€gh'S Z¢.m¢f.

To  produce  a  near-perfect  wave  front,  a  mirror
can have no imperfection larger than % wave, or for
a  lens,  %  wave.  This  is  why  good  telescopes  cost
so much. No machine can create curves within these
tolerances, and the final work must be done by hand.
The Hale telescope on Mount Palomar in Califomia,
for  example,  was  polished  to  the  point  where  no
bump or dent larger than two milli()nths of an inch
appears anywhere on the entire 31,400 square inches
of its gleaming, curved surface. Even closer to per-
fection,  the   60-inch   astrometric   (star-measuring)
telescope at Flagstaff, Arizona, has no defect larger
than 1/3o wave.

In lenses, the tolerances are less exacting because
the  light is  refracted  instead  of  reflected,  and  the
effect  of  imperfections  is  less  marked.  To  reduce
spherical  aberration,  a  lens  can  be  ground  so  that
the  curvattire  of  one  convex  surface  is  about  six
times that of the other. Since telescope object glasses
are made up of two lenses, one converging ( convex )
and one diverging  (concave), the four surfaces are
grouncl  to  share  the  total  refrac`tion  as  equally  as
possible. The spherical undercorrection of one lens
is  thus  compensated  for  by  the  undercorrection  of
the other. However lenses can never be completely
correc`ted  except  for  a  single  wavelength;  the  one
chosen  for visual  work  is  the  yellow-green  part  of
white light, as we shall see later.

Testing i or Spherical ALberratton
You can check your telescope for spherical aber-

ration by watching the appearance of a star as you
move the eyepiece inside and outside of its position
of  sharpest  focus.  Perform  this  test  on  a  night  of
good seeing, and wait at least a half hour after you
set up the telescope to be sure the optical parts have
reached a constant temperature.

Choose  a  moderately  bright   star   as  near  the
zenith  as  possible.  Focus  the  tele.scope;  then  move
the  eyepiece  inside  focus   (toward  the  objective)
until you  can  see  diffraction  rings  around  the  star.
Now move the  eyepiece the  same  distance  outside
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focus.  If  the  diffraction  rings  appear  the  same  at
both sides of foc`us, the telescope is well corrected.
If your telescope is a refractor, you may be bothered
by  the  appearance  of  color-a  red  fringe  on  the
rings when inside focus that changes to  green out-
side.  But this phenomenon is` normal and  indicates
no fault in the spherical correction of the ob].ective.

If the objective is overcorrected,  you  will notice
that the image inside of focus is almost the same as
at  focus;  £.g.,  the  central  disk  remains  about  the
same size and brightness` The only difference in the
appearance   of   the   rings   is   that   they   diminish
markedly  in  brightness  the  farther  they  are  from
the central disk. The outside focus inage has a weak
central disk, and the outside rings are much brighter
than  those near the  center.  An  undercorrected  ob-
jective exactly reverses the above:  The central disk
is bright when outside focus and weak when inside.
The appearance of the rings is also revel.sed.
Zonal  aberrations  in  an  obj.ective  show  up  in  this
test as a lack of uniformity in the brightness of the
rings,  most  apparent inside  focus  in  an  undercor-
rected mirror and outside focus in an overcorrected
min.or.  A  word  of  warning:  Don't  condemn  your
telescope  for  zonal  errors  on  the  basis  of  a  single
test.  Nonuniform  changes  in  the  brightness  of  the
rings are difficult to estimate at best, and the trouble
may  lie  in  seeing  conditions  or  in  the  eye  rather
than the telescope-r  even  in  your mood  at  the
time of the test.

ASTIGMATIsjM.M  AND  FIELD  CURVATURE

Astigmatism  and field curvature  must  be  con-
sidered at the same time,  since they arise from the
same   source.   Astigmatism   affects   the   images   of
points of light that are not on  the  axis  of the  lens;
in other words, it affects images other than those in
the  center  of  the  field.  Field  curvature  is,  as  the
name implies, a condition in which the image lies on
a curved surface rather than on a plane.

Astigmatism results either when the incident light
from  a  point  source  does  not  strike  the  objective
perpendicular to the plane of the objective surface,
or when the mirror or ob].ect glass is not uniform in
its curvature for all diameters;  a:.e., when the curve
across  one  diameter  differs  from  that  across  any
other.  The result  of either  condition  is  a  series  of
inages,  none  of  which  looks  very  much  like  the

obj.ect  it represents,  strung  along  a  line  parallel  to
the optical  axis.  You  can  check  your  telescope  for
astigmatism by observing the same star both inside
and outside  of focus.  Any  change  in  shape  of  the
stellar  image  as  you  change  the  focus  is  an  indi-
cation  of astigmatism,  especially  if the  pattern  ro-
tates goo on opposite sides of the focus.

Textbooks on optic`s define the image seen inside
focus  as  the  p®.4.mar#  image  and  the  one  outside
focus as the secomczargr image. The best image lies in
between,  in  the  least circle  of confusion.  All  three
images are curved.  Telescope makers can  eliminate
astigmatism  by  grinding  the  lens  curves  so  that
primary  and  secondary  images  coincide,  but  this
adj.ustment increases the field curvature in the result-
ing surface of best focus.  If, on the other hand, the
primary and secondary images are given equal and
opposite curvature, the result is a flat field, but astig-
matism  is  back  again!  Field  curvature  being  the
lesser of the two evils, since it can be corrected to a
great  extent  by  the  eyepiece,  ob].ective  lenses  are
corrected for astigmatism.

An astigmatic objective is fatal to good definition;
clear,  well-defined  images  are  an  impossibility  no
matter  how  carefu]]y  the  eyepiece  is  focu`sed.  In-
creased  magnification   does  make  the   defect  less
noticeable.  Furthermore,  astigmatism  is  rarely  so
pronounced, except in very cheap instruments, that
visual observation is ruined.  But it is a very serious
defect in photographic work,  especially when wide
fields are used. The photographic plate registers de-
tails invisible to the eye, and although the eye com-
pensates   to   some   extent   for   visual   defects,   the
camera is less kind.

In testing for astigmatism be sure that the defect
lies  in  the  objective  and  not  in  the  eyepiece.  You
can check the eyepiece by rotating it in its adapter
tube.  If the  aberration  rotates  along with  the  eye-
piece, try another.  If you can spot the same defect
with several  eyepieces,  the  trouble  must lie  in  the
objective.

COMA

Coma  is  an  aberration  that creates  an  umbrella-
Iike   (or  pear-shaped)   \distortion  of  images  away
from  the  center  of  the  field.  Unlike  astigmatism,
the  change  in  the  image  takes  place  in  the  focal
plane, not on either side of it.  But like it,  the fault
lies in images lying on either side of the optical axis
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UMBRELLA-SHAPED
OR

TEARDROP    IMAGE

This schematic sketch represents the distortion of an object due to coma.  It is c`haracteristic of
short-focus lenses  and mirrors.

of the objective. As a matter of fact, it is sometimes
dtfficu]t to distinguish between  the two defects be-
cause they usually occur togethe]..

Coma  is a characteristic of telescopes  with ]ange
apertures  and  short  focal  lengths;   it  is  therefore
moi.e likely to occur in reflectors than  in refractors.
Often it is caused not by faults in the optical system
itself, but by inc`orrect alignment or "`squaring on" of
the  optical elements.  If the  coma  is  caused  by  too
small a focal ratio, however, there is  little  that can
be done exc`ept stopping down the aperture.  While
coma   interferes   with   vis`ual   enjoyment   of   the
heavens, it is not necessarily fatal to telescope per-
fw°:Fk?nfcoer.Sth:t£:ag:S:§trn°outso:i;ym±:]f?i¥:ti8rbatpthi:

actiially shifted from its true position.

DlsTonTloN

Distortion is the c`ondition by which a square ob-
ject  is  tran`sformcd  to  a  shape  whose  sicles  bulge
()utward. This is called negative  (barrel)  distortion;
when  the  sides  curve   toward  the  center  of  the

Distortion:  left,  "pincushion"  distortion;  right,  "barrel"
distortion.  The  center  lens  shows  no  distortion-grid
lines  are  str{`ight  and perpendicular to  one  another.

square, the defect is known as positive ( pincushion )
distortion. Each condition arises from unequal mag-
nification  for  parts  of  the  image  lying  at  varying
distances from  the center of the field.  An ob].ective
that permits equal magnification over all parts of the

S One of the r>rincipal objections to the  so-called  "richest-field
talc.scoi}e"  ( RFT)  is  the  presence  of ct}nia.  But  these  telescopes
are  not  intended  for  photographic  work;  they  are  designed  pri-
m€trily  f{}r  panoramic   vis`ual   ei]joyment   of  the   heavens   and   a
certain  lack  of  precision  at  the  edge  of  the  field  is  the  price  of
their other qualities.

field is said to be o7t7t<oSco7?c.c, I.)ut this is a condition
that is  rarely fulfilled.  Coma  and  distortion  are  in-
terdependent;  if  the   obj.ective  is   c`omplete]y  cor-
rected for coma, di`stortjon is likely to be present.

DIFFRACITION

Diffraction is a modification of light into patterns
caused  by  the  supporting  elements  of  an  optical
system, not by the optical system  itself.  A  common
defect of reflectors, especially Newt()nians, it occurs
because an ol)ject placed in a train of light sets up
interference patterns in the light waves.  These pat-
terns  arise  from  the  same  cau.ses`  and  for  the  same
reasons as the Airy disk, but their effect is different.
A  sharp-edged  object  placed  in  a  beam  of  light
causes alternate dark and bright lines to form on its
shadow, with the brightest lines  at the edge of the
shadow  itself.  The  ``spider"  support  that  holds  the
secondary mirror or prism  I.n place in  a  Newtonian
reflec`tor  is  j.ust  suc`h  an  obstacle,  and  its  shadow
falls  on  the  primary  mii'ror.  But  the  mirror  is  also
illuminated by  light from  othei. sources,  so what is
reflected  to  the  image  plane  is  not  the  shadow  of
the  suppi.~t  but  the  intensification  of  light  at  the
shadow  edges.   This   light   can   be   seen   radiating
from the edges of bright stars as tiny projections, or
spikes,  and it is what gives bright stars  their "star.-
shaped" appearance in photogi.aphs.

CHROMATIC  ABERRATION

The bane of refrac`ting telescopes, chromatic aber-
ration  is inherent  in  lense.``,  never in mirrors.  It oc-
curs  because  so-called  "white"  light  is  actually  a
composite  of  all  colors,  from  red  to  violet.  When
white  ]fght passes  through  a  piec`e  of  glass  at  any
angle  other  than  the  perpendicular,  it  is  bent,  or
refracted. The smaller the  angle at which  the light
meets  the  glass,  the  more  it  is  bent;  as  a  conse~
quence,  fat convex  lenses  have  short  focal  ]ongths.
Some of the colored rays are bent more than others
and the light is spread out, or dispersed, into a band
of colors,  or  spectrum.  The  amount  of  bending  is
inversely proportional to the wavelength of the color
concerned.  Thus  violet  light,  with  its  short  wave-
length,  is  bent  away  fi.om  its  path  more  than  the



Chromatic aberration:  Because the colored rays into which white light is separated by an un-
corrected lens come to a focus at different points  on  the ,optical  axis,  an  image  foi.med  at €`ny
point  always  has  colored  fringe  areas.

longer wavelength red rays, and it comes to a focus
closer  to  the  lens  than  does  red,  with  the  other
colors stmng out in between. This displacement has
two  unhappy  consequences:  fii.st,  the  images  pro-
duced by each color do not coincide in  a common
focal plane; second, they are not equally magnified.
The first is called Zongt.ft4cZ¢miz c7irom¢f¢'c ¢Z?e"c}fjon,
the second, Za!*eraz c7}romofjc czberrat€ott,. Their com-
bination in a telescope with a single lens as an ob-
].ective produces a fuzzy, colored Image, much worse
in short-focus  lenses  than  in  long  ones.  Because  of
this fact, the early astronomers  made lenses  of tre-
mendotis  focal length.  In the  late  seventeenth  and
early eighteenth centuries, few refracting telescopes
had focal lengths of less than twenty feet and some
were as long as two hundred feet.

The wavelengths of visible light range from about
4,000 to 7,000 angstrom  units.€  These  wavelengths
can be measured by a spectroscope,  each color oc-
cupying a fixed position on the spread-out spectrum.
In  an  absorption  spectrum,  numerous  dark  lines
cross  the colored  bands,  and  the  position  of  these
lines has been very carefully measured. A line in the
red regions at 6,563 A is called  a C line, one in the
blue at 4,681 A is the F line, and the I) line appears
at 5,890 A in the yellow region.  Color correction  in
lenses is usually referred to in  terms  of these lines;
the  typical  correction  is  for  the  a   (red)   and  F
( blue ) regions.

How  is  this  correction  accomplished?  The  lens-
maker  takes  advantage  of  the  fact  that  different
types  of  glass  may  have  similar  refracting  powers
but wide differences in dispersion. Combinations of
lenses made of different glasses will therefore bring
two  colors  to  the  same  focus.  Such  a  combination
occurs when crown glass and flint glass are used as
the elements in a two-lens objective. The flint  glass
corrects the dispersion of the crown glass, although
each   refracts   light   by   approximately   the   same
amount.  When  a  compound  lens  is  made  in  this
way, with a double-convex  (biconvex)  crown glass

a 1  angstrom  unit   (A) = one  hundred-millionth  of  a  centi-
meter,

lens  placed  in  fi.ont  of  a  p]ano-concave  flint  glass
lens, the result is an ac7.romcz*t.c czotiz7Jef.  If the two
lenses  are  separated,  the  combination  is  called  an
a€?.-Spd!ced  doublet;  if  the  two  lenses  are  glued  tt)-
gether with a transparent adhesive  ( u`sually Canada
balsam)   of  the  same  refractive  power.,  we  have
a  cemenfecz  doublet.   Unfortunately  it  is  possible
to correct only  ftt;`o  colors  this  way.  The  remaining
color  is  called  Seco"cJczrgr  specfi.t.in  and  it  appears
to a greater or lesser degree in all refractors. Usually
the  greater  the  aperture,  the  more  notic`cable  the
secondary spectrum.

The human eye is most sensitive  to  yellow-green
light  (wavelength about 5,500 A).   Since the C and
F lines  fall  on  either side  of  this  wavelength,  tele-
scope  makers  choose  glasses  of  dispersive  powers
such that the C and F lines are each shifted toward
a common meeting ground, the D line.

What  is  the  effect  of  chromatic  aberration  find
why  is  it  so  objectionable?  If  .you  wet.e  to  look
through a telescope with an uncorrected ob].ective,
you might get the impression that you were locking
at a Roorly adjusted color television  set in  a  fringe
area.  Images inside focus would have a red central
area  with  blue  fringes  on  the  edges.  At  focus  the
colors  would  fade  but  the  image  would  not  be
sharp;  outside  focus  you  would  see  an  expanded
image,  blue  on  the  inside,  fringed  with  red.  Even
with  a  telescope  corrected  for  color,  the  re`sidual
color is bothersome.  Yet it is only about one  twen-
tieth as strong as that of the uncorrected lens.

Secondary spectrum has  unfoi`tunate  side  effects.
One  is  a  reduction  in  light  grasp,  not  serious  but
still  to  be  taken  into  account  on  the  over-all  per.-
formance of the telescope. The other is loss of con-
trast  on  extended  images,  such  as  the  moon  and
planets.  Delicate  shadings  are  obscured  or  lost  in
the  remaining  blue  and  violet  light,  although  this
loss can be minimized by use of a red filter.

Secondary  spectrum  is  not  really  objectionable,
however,  unless  the  aperture  of  the  telescope  is
greater than 8 inches. But even in telescopes smaller
than this, the focal length must increase with aper-
ture.  A useful  formula  for  this  relationship  is  that
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the  focal  length  of  any refractor  must  be  at  least
three times the square of the aperture. For example,
an aperture of 2 inches must have a focal length of
at  least  12  inches  (f/6),  one  of  3  inches  a  focal
length of at least 27 inches  (f/9),  and so  on.  Most
small  refractors  go  well  beyond  these  limits,  with
f/15 almost standard.

Ob].ectives  corrected for color are  subject  to  the
other  lens  aberrations,  chiefly  coma  and  astigma-
tism. Each is present to a considerable degree in the
various forms of cemented doublets, although much
less so than in air-spaced objectives. The long focal
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Iengths associated with refractors tend to minimize
lens aberrations unless they are of gross proportions.

More serious, though, is the fact that the eye and
the photographic  plate  do  not react  alike  to  color.
The  refractor  used  for  photo,¢raphy  must  be  cor-
rected differently from one used for visual purposes
only. In the visual telescope, the  a and F lines are
shifted  to  fall  close  to  the  D  line,  but  for  photo-
graphic purposes they are changed to fall on either
side of the D line, with the F line in front. A visual
refractor can be used photographically only if filters
are used to blot up the unwanted colors.


